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Visualizing Psychology 3rd Edition helps students examine their own personal studying and learning

styles with several new pedagogical aids--encouraging students to apply what they are learning to

their everyday lives while offering ongoing study tips and psychological techniques for mastering the

material. Most importantly, students are provided with numerous opportunities to immediately

access their understanding.
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A decent book as an intro to psychology.I actually read the entire book (gasp) as part of my class.

The book is an easy read, it has a good amount of pictures and tables, and it keeps things fairly

interesting.If I were to give it a negative, it would be the book's age. It is probably due for a new

revision soon. There were an instance where we were discussing the manual that real, licensed

psychologists use and the book referenced the 2004 manual. I believe our professor mentioned that

they just released a newer revision in the past year or two. So, if you are getting ready to take a

psych class soon, I would recommend renting this book vs buying it. If you buy it, you might not be

able to sell it if a new edition comes out.Since I rented mine, it did not come with an access code, so

I cannot speak to the benefits of that. I honestly don't see how it would have added to the class.

There are tons of free stuff that you can find online (flash cards) so I just don't see the added cost

as a value add.

The authors of Visualizing Psychology have created an excellent introductory text to the study of



psychology. They even have a section on how students can succeed in learning psychology

throught their text. If readers take even 60% of the authors' advice, they can't fail to learn the

material. The illustrations connect superbly with the content, and it's aparent that the authors have

conscientiously presented the material to be accessible and engaging to the student. The online

supplemental materials provide yet another medium to learn the content. I highly recommend

getting this book.

I liked the study guidelines provided in the first chapter. Thats's as far as I got. I dropped the class

and didn't use the book any longer.

Book as described and fast delivery!

It was ok.

The book is excellent. It goes more in depth than I thought it would. I am going to school to get a

degree in Psychology and this has help me understand better the different areas to help me decide

what area of Psychology I want to go in. It talks about the different theories, different people, and

just about anything you can think of on a basic level. It has even helped me understand a little more

about myself.

Book comes pretty beat up but all the content iv needed so far has been in it without issues

needed it for class.
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